SUPER QUICKBOWS

Materials:
Small amount of yarns in colors desired in worsted weight for medium and large bows, small amount of sport weight yarn for small bow. 1 pr. (U.S.) # 5 needles for small bow, 1 pr. (U.S.) # 8 for medium bow, 1 pr. (U.S.) # 9 for large bow.

Gauge: Gauge on sport weight yarn: 6 sts to 1 
Worsted weight yarn and & 8 needles, 5 sts to 1 
Worsted weight yarn and & 9 needles, 9 sts to 2 

Size: Small bow: 3" X 3" when tied- medium bow: 4 " x 4 " when tied- large bow: 6" x 8" when tied

Directions:
Using appropriate yarn and needles (see above) cast on 75 sts, all sizes. Work entirely in garter st. (K each row.) Row # 1: inc 1 st in first st., K across to last 2 sts, K2 tog. Row # 2: K across. Repeat these 2 rows 2 times more for small and medium bows, 3 times more for large bow. Bind off. weave in any yarn ends.

Suggestions:
Use as package trims, decorate Holiday trees with "bows", add to curtains! Use up novelty yarns, such as "glitter" and fuzzy yarns. Can also be used as hair tie bows!